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Statement:

In the frequent returning to the archives of old magazines there was a notice 
which fascinated my mind; Plurality of maidens who love poetry and literature 
sent their poems continual to the magazines’ offices like  “ women information “ 
which they were hopeful that they would be published there or the they would 
win a prize.

With some investigations I just find out  that most of our poets  have chosen the 
love for their poems and it has been the main idea and symbol, and also around 
80 percent of their poems are romantic; It’s because of their age and their lives’ 
situations. The only part which you can disengage the women’s poetry from the 
manly ones is in romantic and love poems because the emotions are showed 
here as a personal one; And you can specify the sexuality of the poets.

It seems to me that women are more successful and  in writing love-poems, nov-
els, correspondences which they can stunt gratefully but in drama, literary criti-
cism, writing essays and epic poems which they couldn’t be so much successful. 
Because these literary shapes can show the human’s personal emotions  and the 
most important part of a woman’s life is mixed with love and it’s the result of 
sentiments and emotions.

The meaning and the main idea of sentiments is the  grief with epic form or 
the admiration which the poet feels it in him/herself and wants their readers to 
be involved with them in their works. You can not accept it purposeful that the 
artists can transfer all the emotions and sentiments to their addressers with out 
feeling it in their own.
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Statement:

The formation process of  “Eyes And Hands “ book is somehow look like the   
collection of “ As If Always Belonged To Each Other “. From the point which 
in the following of the “ The World Of A Woman “  I reverted to my person-
al archive, and have the cutting parts and sections of attractive pictures of 
magazines and old Iranian and foreigner newspapers which I’ve collected in 
these years, I’ve tried to make a connection between them and make a new 
story from whatever I have.

In the meantime the love poetry and maybe kitsch which were sent to lit-
erary magazines by the unknown poets, titles and headlines of them guided 
me mostly. 

The sections and parts Which I was determined to use them in a single work 
separately and now each of them has completed the story like the every 
single parts of the puzzle.






























































































